$ATOM

Internet of Blockchains:
Cosmos.network symbol $ATOM is The Internet of Blockchains. Cosmos is an ever-expanding
ecosystem of interconnected apps and services, built for a decentralized future.
Enter a new universe of connected services.Cosmos apps and services connect using IBC,
the Inter-Blockchain Communication protocol. This innovation enables you to freely exchange assets and data across sovereign, decentralized blockchains.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $ATOM:
W3BT has parnered with BitBoy Crypto (Ben Armstrong), largest crypto Youtub Channel in
the wrold. We invited Ben to be a guest panel host with CEO of Tendermint Peng Zhong on
Cosmos’s NASDAQ inteview with Jane King.
9/8/21 $ATOM was @ $19.24. By 9/19/21 Cosmos was on Bloomberg & Newsmax and $ATOM went
to $44.54 (131.5% increase).By 10/18/21 $ATOM corrected to $31.53. By 10/20/21 Cosmos
was on FOX Business and Newsmax for a 2nd time and $ATOM went back up to $36.34 (14%
increase).
Tweet With Video Interview & Press Release:
https://twitter.com/realW3BT/status/1439978217968836609?s=20

9/8/21 to 10/20/21:
$ATOM Market Cap (+91.7%)
$4.25B to $8.15B
$ATOM Token Price (+88%)
$19.24 to $36.34

Artificial Intelligence for Blockchains:
Fetch.ai symbol $FET is building an open access, tokenized, decentralized machine
learning network to enable smart infrastructure built around a decentralized digital
economy.
Fetch.ai’s network is based around an open-source technology that any user can run to
connect to the network, giving access to the power of AI on a world-scale secure dataset, to carry out complex coordination tasks in the modern economy.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $FET:
We broadcast their 1st interview on KRON4 July 5th, 2020, and on FOX Business on July
20th, 2020. After those broadcasts, their market dramatically improved.
In August 2020 they also aired on Bloomberg and FOX Business again.
Then on March 9th 2021 we released NASDAQ Morning Tech Reports that pushed to $0.70.
FOX, Bloomberg, KRON4:

NASDAQ Morning Tech Reports:

Market Cap (+582%)

Market Cap (+78%)

Token Price (+563%)

Token Price (+87%)

24 Hour Trade Volume (+1,812%)

24 Hour Trade Volume (+280%)

NOTE:
Sept. 2020 15.9M $FET stolen from KuCoin

SEE NASDAQ TECH REPORT HERE:
https://w3bt.io/fetch-nasdaq

$ARV

Ariva Digital $ARV:
Ariva is a cryptocurrency launched by Ariva Co., produced for active use in global and
local tourism and travel networks in the near future. Project is a worldwide B2C travel
& tourism network where members can meet with global and local tourism service providers in the light of previous travelers' experiences and comments, make bookings with
cryptocurrencies, and earn crypto money from both their reservations and valuable content sharing.
With the arrival of ARIVA, the digital payment system is about to experience a massive
innovative turnaround that can change the world and make trading easier and better. ARV
came into existence with the intention to make transactions hassle-free in global and
local tourism networks in the near future.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $PYR:
1/15/22 $ARV was @ $0.0004. On 1/9/22 Ariva was on Newsmax at 10am EST, by 430pm EST
$ARV went to $0.0006 by 430pm EST (50% increase).
Newsmax TV Episode Link:
https://www.newsmaxtv.com/Shows/New-to-the-Street//vid/1_l2w161k7

1/15/22 to 1/16/22:
$ARV Market Cap (+26%)
$30.7M to $38.8M
$ARV Token Price (+50%)
$0.0004 to $0.0006

Bosagora (BOA), Decision Making Token:
BOSAGORA aims to establish a decentralized, censorship-resistant blockchain platform
where stakers (part of the congress) can decide on what projects to support through a
democratic decision-making process. BOSAGORA pursues the goals of democracy, legitimacy, fairness, transparency, and efficiency.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $BOA:
We broadcast them on KRON, FOX Business, Bloomberg, Newsmax & RNN and between Feb 27th
2021 through March 15th. When they singed with us they were @ $0.08 and as of March
28th they are now at $0.55.
FOX, Bloomberg, Newsmax, RNN, KRON4:
Market Cap (+569%)
Token Price (+587%)
24 Hour Trade Volume (+23,260%)

$PYR

Vulcan Forged $PYR:
Designed as an easy-to-play and easy-to-build ecosystem, Vulcan Forged is a community-based project that promotes the development of world-class blockchain games by supporting developers through its development programs, incubation and crowdfunding.
For blockchain game enthusiasts, Vulcan Forged is a one-stop-shop where they can access
popular games and a huge NFT marketplace to buy and sell digital assets in-game. The
entire ecosystem is powered by its own PYR settlement, staking and utility token. The
ERC20 compatible PYR is a cross-platform currency that can be used in game titles that
are part of the Vulcan Forged ecosystem.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $PYR:
1/8/22 $PYR was @ $10.69. On 1/9/22 Forged was on Newsmax and $PYR went to $14.70 by
1/12/22 (37.5% increase).
Newsmax TV Episode Link:
https://www.newsmaxtv.com/Shows/New-to-the-Street/vid/1_oqwvakdw

1/8/22 to 1/12/22:
$PYR Market Cap (+40%)
$212.25M to $297.15M
$PYR Token Price (+37.5%)
$10.69 to $14.70

$STR
Stater Finance $STR:
Borrow Cash with your NFT Borrow ETH by using your NFT as collateral. Lend and earn for
providing liquidity on the marketplace.
Borrow with your NFT Get a loan by using your NFT asset as collateral. Stater allows
you to leverage the value of your NFT without losing ownership.
Become a lender
of the interest
Our NFT lending
flexibility and

and earn Provide liquidity on our NFT lending platform and earn a share
rate. Become a lender today! Delivering a true multi chain experience.
platform is available on multiple network integrations for maximum
the best user experience.

Our TV Marketing Affect On $STR:
3/26/22 $STR was @ $0.02. On 3/27/22 Stater was on Newsmax & FOX Business 3/28/22 resulting $STR going to $0.09 by 3/28/22 (350% increase).
Newsmax TV Episode Link:
https://www.newsmaxtv.com/Shows/New-to-the-Street//vid/1_a29zlb50

3/26/22 to 3/28/22:
$STR Market Cap (+272.97%)
$283.97K to $1.058M
$STR Token Price (+350%)
$0.02 to $0.09

SoMee (ONG), Social Medial Platform Built on the Blockchain:
User profiles include an Ethereum wallet where they can use ONG1 tokens to increase
their influence on the social network and advertising. This plaform is extremely sticky
and the users are highly motivated to be active on the platform everyday. This platform
is changing the Social Media World as we speak.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $ONG:
They signed with us a 12 part series on Nov. 19th 2019 and filmed in New York before
COVID-19 the ONG token price was $.005131, the 24-hour trade volume was $631.65 and
their market cap was $283,029.
After about 7 months they completed crucial business developments and early July 2020
we release a Yahoo Finance Press Release to announce their broadcast July 20th 2020 on
FOX Business.
FOX, Bloomberg, KRON4:
Market Cap (+143,507%)
Token Price (+2,300%)
24 Hour Trade Volume (+3,668%)

NativeCoin (N8V), Native American Casino Coin:
Native Coin will be used by Tribal businesses, enterprises, gaming, sports betting, and
Tribal ecosystems worldwide to support daily financial transactions. There are over 560
Native American Tribes and 460 Native run casinos in the United States.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $N8V:
We released Native Coin’s 1st press release Dec 2nd 2019. We broadcast them on KRON and
between Dec 2nd 2019 and Feb 19th 2020 their market dramatically increased.
FOX, Bloomberg, KRON4:
Market Cap (+457%)
Token Price (+500%)
24 Hour Trade Volume (+161%)

Paypolitan (EPAN), Decentralized Payment Solution:
Paypolitan platform uses blockchain technology, smart contracts and open banking APIs
to provide a next-gen billing solution that meets the needs of modern payment systems
for businesses and customers.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $EPAN:
We broadcast them on KRON, FOX Business, Bloomberg & Newsmax between Jan 17th 2021
through March 27th. When they started broadcasting they were @ $0.10 and as of JAn
17th they are now at $0.45.
FOX, Bloomberg, Newsmax, RNN, KRON4:
Market Cap (Self-Reported Circulating Supply)
Token Price (+430%)
24 Hour Trade Volume (+23,996%)

GreenBox (GRBX) Customized Payment Solutions for Business:
Augmented Reality Experiences: Engage with your communities and audiences with AR product visualization, Human Holograms, and 360° portals that take you to another world.
Augmented Reality eCommerce & Advertising: Grab your clients' attention with distinctive 3D/AR banners and increase conversions with web-based, app-free AR product visuals
for your online Shop.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $GRBX:
We started broadcasts Oct 29th 2020 when $GRBX was $0.33.
By Jan 13th 2021 and $GRBX went up to $1.18.
FOX Business, Bloomberg, Newsmax, KRON4:
Stock Price (+257%)

NexTech AR Solutions:
Augmented Reality Experiences: Engage with your communities and audiences with AR product visualization, Human Holograms, and 360° portals that take you to another world.
Augmented Reality eCommerce & Advertising: Grab your clients' attention with distinctive 3D/AR banners and increase conversions with web-based, app-free AR product visuals
for your online Shop.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $NEXCF:
We started broadcasts Jan 22nd 2021 and $NEXCF was $3.75.
By Feb 4th 2021 and $NEXCF was up to $5.32.

FOX Business, Bloomberg, Newsmax, KRON4:
Stock Price (+41%)

PetVivo (PETVD) Customized Payment Solutions for Business:
Kush® By PetVivo is a one-time treatment delivered by your veterinarian as an injection that can show positive results for approximately 12 months or longer.
Kush® is a veterinary device for the treatment of osteoarthritis designed to help
reinforce the articulating cartilage barrier between the bones to protect the remaining cartilage and bone to improve joint function.
Our TV Marketing Affect On $PETVD:
We began boardcasts March 2021 @ $3.20 and immediatly went to $4.00. Then the
company split 1 for 4.
Now they are at $14.53
FOX Business, Bloomberg, Newsmax, KRON4:
Stock Price (+354%)

